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President’s Foreword

Having identified information asymmetry as a major barrier 
in the engagement between industry and regulatory 
authorities, the Chamber of Mines has over the years 
worked with purpose to bridge information gaps that have 
existed and worked against closure of many engagement 
efforts. The State of the Mining Industry Survey has 
emerged as the prime research efforts to remove the 
information asymmetry. 
This 6th edition of the State of the Mining Industry Survey 
Report 6th comes at a time when the mining industry 
is focused on recovery following the disruptive past 8 
months caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. While the 
mining industry continued to operate during the national 
lockdown, the scale of operations was subdued as detailed 
in this report. The mining industry continued to generate 
the foreign currency which the nation requires, and it is 
pleasing to note that there were no loss of jobs during this 
period.
The industry vision of a US12 billion industry by 2023 
remains in play and the industry is committed to its full 
realisation. Achieving the above vision requires adequate 
and accurate information for the crafting of optimal 
policies that supports rapid growth and development of 
the mining sector. State of Mining Industry Survey Reports 
are a bold attempt on our part to plug all information gaps.
The survey report has helped the mining industry to 
reduce information asymmetries and improve industry 
accountability through availing to multiple stakeholders’ 
factual and accurate data on the performance of the 

mining industry. This has assisted Chamber in developing 
common understanding and seeking consensus with key 
stakeholders including Government. 
The timing of this event is of significant importance. 
It affords the country to consider the most up to date 
information in the formulation of policies to guide the 
development of our industry in 2021. We are aware that 
many organisation are finalising their strategies and plans 
for 2021, as such the survey report will provide useful 
information for such processes.
I am confident that stakeholders will find the report 
informative and useful. My fervent hope is that this report 
will generate discussions that will shape the future of our 
industry. 
We look forward to stakeholder feedback on this report for 
continual improvement of the report.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the Chamber of Mines 
of Zimbabwe secretariat for facilitating and sponsoring the 
State of the Mining Industry Survey. I would also like to 
extend my sincere appreciation to every stakeholder who 
supported the study in various ways. 
My best regards, 

Elizabeth Nerwande
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Sponsor’s Memo

The Chamber of Mines is, once again, proud to sponsor 
the 2020 State of the Mining Industry Survey. This data 
driven empirical inquiry into the performance and pros-
pects of the mining industry has evolved over the year to 
become a key feature of our industry. 
We would like to thank, most sincerely, the Survey lead 
Consultants, Professor Albert Makochekanwa, of the 
University of Zimbabwe - Economics Department for 
working hard to produce this report under very tight 
timelines. 
The Chamber of Mines’ role was restricted to sponsoring 
and facilitating access to privileged data and information 
of our Members who formed a greater part of the re-
spondents. This approach was adopted to ensure inde-
pendence and objectivity of the report.
It is our hope that the Survey Report will address the 

information asymmetries that exist among key stake-
holders. We further hope that the report will generate 
focused debate on the key matters that shape the de-
velopmental trajectory of the mining industry informing 
policy in the process. As part of our mandate the Cham-
ber remains committed to the establishment of a large 
information base that meets the needs of all stakehold-
ers in the mining industry. 

Isaac Kwesu 
Chief Executive Officer
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The Mining Business 
Confidence 

Confidence index for 2021
The Mining Business Confidence Index for 2021, which 
measures the mining business sentiments (optimism or 
pessimism) about the prospects of the mining industry 
in the next 12 months is at +3.1, somewhat higher than 
+2.2 recorded for 2020. This means that overall, mining 
executives are slightly confident about the prospects for 
their businesses in 2021 compared to 2020. 

Mining Business Confidence Index 
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Source: 2020 Survey data

Notable variables that contributed to improvement in the 
Mining Business Confidence Index include:
•	 Mining sector growth prospects.
•	 Profitability prospects.
•	 Commodity market outlook.

Notwithstanding the positive Business Confidence Index, 
the following variables of the index remained negative 
with others somewhat worse than 2020.
Access and cost of capital (anticipated to remain a 
challenge)
•	 Investment environment (anticipated to remain 

uncompetitive).
•	 Policy environment (to remain uncertain)
•	 Country risk (to remain high).

For details Refer to Annexure 1
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Mining Industry Prospects 
for 2021

Mining industry growth prospects
Most nines (90%) are planning to ramp up production 
in 2021 while 10% expect to remain the same. Of the 
respondents that are expecting to increase production, 
approximately 40%  are expecting to ramp up production 
by more than 30%. About 10% expect to increase output 
by between 10% and 30%.

Projected mineral production ramp up
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Mineral Specific Growth Prospects

Analysis of the respondents by mineral indicate that output 
can grow by an average ranging between 3% for PGMs, to 
as high as 33% for ferrochrome. Detailed averages for all 
key minerals are given below.

Mineral output projections

2020 2021 projections % change
Gold (kgs) 25,000 33,000 32%
Platinum (kgs) 14,600 15,000 3%
Palladium (kgs) 12,300 12,600 3%
Chrome (MT) 1,200,000 1,600,000 33%
Nickel (MT) 14,800 15,500 5%
Coal (MT) 2,400,000 3,000,000 25%
Diamond (carats) 2,100,000 2,500,000 19%

Source: 2020 Survey data

The above scenario was premised on the assumption that 
access to capital will remain a challenge just like in 2020.

When further interrogated what would happen if access 
to capital improves, most respondents indicated that they 

would be able to further improve their output culminating 
in mineral average growth rates as below.

Mineral projections with improved access to capital

2020
2021 Proj. with 
improvement in 
access to capital

% change

Gold (kgs) 25,000 35,000 40%
Platinum (kgs) 14,600 15,200 4%
Palladium (kgs) 12,300 12,800 4%
Chrome (MT) 1,200,000 2.300,000 92%
Nickel (MT) 14,800 15,800 7%
Coal (MT) 2,400,000 3,800,000 58%
Diamond 
(carats) 2,100,000 3,500,000 67%

Source: 2020 Survey data

Also notable from the survey data is the potential growth 
for the platinum and coal industries.

 In the PGMs industry, there is a lot of progress at new 
platinum projects including Great Dyke Investment, 
Karo Resources and Todal which are at various stages of 
development and resource quantification with platinum 
output expected to exceed 24 tons by 2025.

Platinum output medium term projections
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In the coal industry, there are also a number of coal 
and coke battery projects in the Hwange area at various 
levels of implementation including JIN-AN underground 
operation and Coke Battery Plant, Tsingshan / Afrochine 
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coke battery and coke oven battery at South Mining. Some 
of the projects were commissioned in 2020 with other 
projects expected to be finalised in the medium term.

Capacity utilisation outlook for 2021

Survey findings show that most respondents are planning 
to improve capacity utilisation in 2021. The average 
capacity utilisation for the industry expected to increase 
from 61% in 2020 to a 5-year record at 80% in 2021.

Source: 2020 Survey data

Average capacity utilisation for selected minerals
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The above growth and capacity utilization prospects are 
premised on respondents expectations on improvements in 
key areas that are currently undermining the performance 
of the mining industry.

2020 Challenge Respondents Expectations

Covid-19 Pandemic
•	 Respondents are expecting the covid-19 

pandemic to be managed and have less 
impact in 2021

Fiscal and monetary 
framework

•	 Optimal royalty.
•	 Efficient foreign exchange auction 

trading system.
•	 Timeous payments for gold and coal 

deliveries.

Power supply
•	 Respondents are looking forward to 

reliable and adequate power supply to 
the mining industry.

Capital constraints
•	 Most respondents are expecting access 

to and cost of capital to remain a 
challenge in 2021.

Source: 2020 Survey data

Access to capital and 2021 prospects for the mining industry
As was the case for 2020, survey findings show that most 
mining executives are pessimistic about the prospects 
for raising adequate capital in 2021, indicating that  
uncompetitive investment environment, high cost of doing 
business and perceived country risk are major hindrances 
to raising capital. 

Perception on access to capital in 2021

Source: 2020 Survey data

As a result of the above, respondents reported that 
financial institutions are demanding Monetary Authorities 
and mining companies to agree on modalities that 
minimizes counterpart risk including setting up collection 
accounts for gold producers or allowing them to sell gold 
through the lending institutions.
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Profitability prospects
Most mining executives are optimistic about profitability 
of their businesses in 2021, with 70% of respondents 
indicating that they are projecting their businesses to 
be more profitable compared to 2020 while 20% are 
expecting same level of profit as in 2020. Only 10%, mostly 
in the base metals industry are projecting losses citing 
the possibility of covid-19 related challenges including 
depressed markets and logistical disruptions to persist in 
2021.

Profitability prospects 

Source: 2020 Survey data

Market outlook for 2021
Mining executives are expecting improvement in global 
commodity market in 2021, with 90% of respondents 
indicating that they are optimistic of a favorable 
commodity market in 2021 on the back of anticipated 
improvement in the covid-19 situation. About 10% are 
skeptical about market conditions in 2021 and expect the 
covid-19 situation and depressed demand specifically for 
base metals to persist in 2021.
Market outlook for 2021

Source: 2020 Survey data

Covid-19 and mining industry outlook for 2021
Most respondents, about 80%, are expecting the covid-19 
pandemic to be contained in 2021. About 50% of 
respondents indicated that it would take them less than 
3 months to recover to 2019 operating levels while 10% 
would take them 3 - 6 months; another 10% would require 
6 – 12 months to recover. 

Expected recovery to pre-covid-19 operating levels

Source: 2020 Survey data

Mining industry employment prospects for 2021
Survey findings show that mining houses are most likely 
to maintain the number of employees at the same level as 
2020. Confirming the above, about 70% of the respondents 
indicated that they would maintain the same number of 
employees in 2021 as was the case for 2020, while 20% 
are planning to recruit more labor in 2021. Only 10% of 
respondents are planning to shed off some employees.

Employment prospects
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Certainty of policies for the mining industry
Survey findings show that mining executives are worried 
about policy inconsistencies which characterized the 
operating environment for 2020 to persist in 2021, 
impacting negatively on business planning. The cited 
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misallignment in foreign exchange and fiscal framework, 
liquidation of unutilised nostro balances, and multiple 
taxes to weigh down mining operations in 2021.

Policy environment for 2021
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Prospects for increased beneficiation and value addition 
of minerals
Respondents, specifically in the PGMs sector indicated that 
they are working closely with Government to operationalise 
the agreed roadmap for optimal beneficiation in the 
PGMs sector. The respondents underscored the need to 
address key infrastructure deficits (including power) and 
impediments to doing business in light of the need to raise 
adequate capital to invest in the beneficiation facilities.
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Annexure 1: 
2021 Mining Business 

Confidence Index

The Mining Business Confidence and Prospects for 2021

Introduction
The Mining Business Confidence Index (MBCI) measures 
the mining business sentiments (optimism or pessimism) 
about the prospects of the mining industry in the next 
12 months. The 2021 MBCI was computed based on 
sentiments of mining executives and investors on prospects 
of the mining industry for 2021 based on the following 
measured variables:

i. Economic prospects

ii. Profitability prospects

iii. Growth prospects

iv. Market outlook

v. Access to, and cost of capital prospects

vi. Employment prospects (new hiring and layoffs)

vii. Investment plans and commitments (including project 
development plans)

viii. Mining title security

ix. Investment competitiveness

x. Stability of, and optimality of the mining fiscal regime

xi. Consistent and predictability of mining policies

xii. Perception on political risk

The measured variables related to business, political, 
policy and regulatory risk. 

Interpretation of Business Confidence Index
The MBCI is interpreted from a scale ranging from -100 to 
+100, with the lowest score representing the least level of 
confidence and the biggest score representing the highest 
level of confidence.
Business Confidence Scores

Score Interpretation
+100 Much more confident
+50 Slightly more confident

  0 As confident
-50 Slightly less confident

-100 Much less confident

The 2021 Mining Business Confidence Index (MBCI)

Source: 2020 Survey data

Survey findings show that overall, mining executives are 
slightly more confident about mining business in 2021 
(MBCI = +3.1). Notable variables that contributed to the 
positive MBCI for 2020 include: profitability prospects; 
mining industry growth prospects; market outlook; 
investment plans; employment prospects; and mining title 
security. To note, the confidence index for 2021 is more 
than that recorded for 2020 (MBCI = +2.2).

As was the case for 2020, variables such as economic 
prospects; investment competitiveness; access to capital, 
consistency of mining policies and political and country 
risk remained in the negative territory for 2021.
The following table summarizes the findings on all the 
measured variables.
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Findings on measured variables

Variable
2020 
MBCI

2021 
MBCI

Overall MBCI 2.2 3.1

1 Economic prospects (11) (12)

2 Profitability prospects 7 9

3 Mining industry growth prospects 23 27

4 Market outlook 21 22

5 Access to and cost of capital (21) (18)

6 Employment prospects (hiring and layoffs) 10 11

7 Investment plans and commitments 5 8

8 Mining title security 19 18

9 Investment competitiveness (6) (7)

10
Stability of and optimality of the mining 
fiscal regime

2 2

11 Consistency and predictability of mining policies (9) (10)
12 Perception on political and country risk (13) (15)

(.) means a negative number.
Source: 2020 Survey Data
Analysis by Confidence Variable

Economic prospects
Survey findings show that mining executives are slightly less 
confident about economic prospects for 2021. Confirming 
this, about 60% of respondents expect the economy to 
shrink in 2021, while 20% anticipate the economy to be the 
same as in 2020. Approximately 20% of the respondents 
indicated that the economy would grow in 2021.

Economic prospects

Source: 2020 Survey Data

Mining industry growth prospects
Mining executives are slightly more confident about the 
mining industry growth prospects for 2021. Reflecting 
these sentiments, about 90% of respondents are expecting 
the mining sector to grow in 2021, while 10% are projecting 
the mining industry to be at the same output levels.

Mining sector growth prospects

Source: 2020 Survey data

Access to capital
As was the case for 2020, survey findings show that 
mining executives are pessimistic about their prospects to 
raise adequate capital in 2021.  Most respondents (80%) 
are expecting the situation to remain the same citing 
uncompetitive investment environment and high-country 
risk as weighing down on their ability to raise capital. 

Perception on access to capital in 2021

Source: 2020 Survey data

Investment competitiveness
As was the case for 2020, mining executives are slightly less 
confident about the prospects of a competitive investment 
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environment in 2021. About 80% of respondents reported 
that they are expecting the investment environment to 
remain depressed as in 2020, and 10% anticipate some 
improvement while another 10% expect the situation to 
further worsen.

Investment competitiveness

Source: 2020 Survey Data

Investment Plans and Commitments
Survey findings show that notwithstanding issues 
surrounding access to capital, mining executives are 
optimistic about the possibility of Government resolving 
the matters and  respondents indicated that they would 
inject capital in their businesses as shown below.

Investment plans and commitments

Source: 2020 Survey data

Profitability prospects
Mining executives are slightly more confident about 
profitability prospects of their businesses in 2021. 
Demonstrating this, about 70% of mining executives 
indicated that they are anticipating their business to be 
profitable in 2021 while 20% are expecting profitability 
to remain the same as 2020. About 10% of respondents 

are expecting profitability to worsen in 2021. Base metal 
respondents cited covid-19 related challenges to persist 
in 2021, albeit at reduced levels impacting the viability of 
base metal producers.

Profitability prospects 

Source: 2020 Survey data

Market outlook
Mining executives are slightly more confident about the 
2021 market outlook. About 90% of respondents indicated 
that they are optimistic of a favorable commodity 
market in 2021 compared to 2020, citing the anticipated 
improvement in the covid-19 situation as a major boost 
to market outlook. Approximately 10% of respondents are 
expecting the market conditions to remain the same.

Market outlook

Source: 2020 Survey data

Employment prospects
Survey findings show that mining executives are most 
likely to maintain the number of employees at the same 
level as 2020. Confirming the above, about 70% of the 
respondents indicated that they would maintain the same 
number of employees in 2021 as was the case for 2020, 
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while 20% are planning to recruit more labor in 2021. 
About 10% are planning to shed off some employees.

Employment prospects

Source: 2020 Survey data

Stability and optimality of the fiscal regime
Most mining executives expect the mining fiscal framework 
to remain the same as in 2020. 
Optimality of the mining fiscal regime in 2021
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Mining title security
Survey findings show that mining executives are slightly 
more confident about the current mining title regime, with 
50% of respondents saying that the mining title system is 
favorable. To note, the 2021 indicator (+18) is less than that 
recorded for 2020 (+19). Some respondents are skeptical 
about the implementation of the use it/ lose it principle 
highlighting that it has somewhat brought uncertainty 
around security of title.

Mining title security

Source: 2020 Survey data

Consistency and predictability of mining policies
Survey findings show that mining executives are slightly less 
confident about prospects for a consistent and predictable 
operating policy environment for the mining sector in 2021 
with about 80% of respondents expressing pessimism on 
the mining policy environment for 2021. Respondents 
cited frequent policy reversals that characterized the 
mining operating environment in the greater part of 2020. 

Consistent and predictable mining policy environment in 
2021

Source: 2020 Survey data
Perception on political and country risk
As was the case for 2020, mining executives remained 
slightly less confident about the political situation 
and country risk, with 80% of respondents expressing 
pessimism about prospects of an improved situation for 
2021, 
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Perception on political and country risk in 2021

Source: 2020 Survey data
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Annexure 2: 
Mining Industry Prospects 

for 2021
This section summarises mining executives’ plans relating 
to capacity utilisation, production, sales, profitability and 
underlying assumptions thereof.

Mining industry capacity utilisation outlook for 2021

Survey findings show that average capacity utilization for 
the mining industry is at around 61% in 2020, compared 
to 70% in 2019. Most key minerals recorded declines 
in average capacity utilisation in 2020 compared to 
2019. Only the coal sector recorded increase in capacity 
utilisation while the platinum sector continued to operate 
at around 100%. 

Reasons for low capacity utilization
Survey findings reveal that respondents operating below 
full capacity mentioned covid-19 related challenges, power 
outages, inadequate foreign exchange allocations, capital 
shortages, high cost structure and obsolete equipment as 
the major constrains weighing down capacity utilization in 
the mining industry.

Major reasons for low capacity utilization

Source: 2020 Survey data

In 2021, all key sector respondents indicated plans to 
increase capacity utilisation, with the average capacity 
utilisation for the industry expected at 80% in 2021.

Source: 2020 Survey data

Average capacity utilisation for selected minerals
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Reasons for anticipated improvement capacity utilisation 
in 2021

Most survey respondents (80%) indicated that they 
anticipate operating environment for the mining industry 
to improve in 2021 compared to 2020.  Respondents 
were of the view that the positive policy dialogue with 
authorities in 2020 would intensify and further improve 
the operating environment including improvement in the 
following areas:

•	 Foreign exchange framework,

•	 Power situation in the mining sector.

•	 Capital inflows.

About 90% of respondents expected the covid-19 situation 
to improve in 2021 further boosting prospects for the 
mining industry in 2021. Most respondents 80% indicated 
that it would take them less than 3 months to go back to 
pre-covid-19 levels of operation.
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Time required to recover to pre-covid-19 operating levels

Source: 2020 Survey data

Mineral Output Projections

Survey findings show that most respondents (90%) are 
planning to ramp up production in 2021 ranging from 5% 
to 50% compared to 2020 output as outlined below:

Projected mineral production ramp up

Source: 2020 Survey data

Mineral output projections

2020 2021 projections % change
Gold (kgs) 25,000 33,000 32%
Platinum (kgs) 14,600 15,000 3%
Palladium (kgs) 12,300 12,600 3%
Chrome (MT) 1,200,000 1,600,000 33%
Nickel (MT) 14,800 15,500 5%
Coal (MT) 2,400,000 3,000,000 25%
Diamond (carats) 2,100,000 2,500,000 19%

The projected output growth is premised on improvements 
in key areas related to the following:
•	 Foreign exchange framework

•	 Timeous payments for mineral deliveries

•	 Reliable and optimally priced power 

•	 Adequate and affordable capital

•	 Optimal fiscal framework

•	 Other enabling policy and legislative matters including 
Minerals Development Policy, Mines and Minerals Act, 
Gold Trade Act

Prospects for an improved foreign exchange framework

Most respondents indicated that in 2020 the mining 
industry engaged Monetary Authorities in the following 
areas:

•	 Foreign exchange retentions.

•	 Compulsory liquidation of unutilised export earnings.

•	 Delays in payments for gold delivered to Fidelity 
Printers and Refiners.

•	 Part payment of coal deliveries to ZESA in forex.

Foreign exchange retentions.

Almost all respondents indicated that engagements with 
Monetary Authorities culminated in foreign exchange 
retentions being increased to 70% across all minerals. All 
respondents underscored the need for further upward 
review in the retentions citing the following:

•	 Emerging demands for forex including payments 
for electricity bills, royalty, fuel, EMA fees and RDC 
charges.

•	 Widespread preference for US dollars by suppliers 
following Government policy that allows charging in 
both forex and local currency.

Most respondents are looking forward to an improved 
foreign exchange retention framework as follows.

Source: 2020 Survey data
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Compulsory liquidation of unutilised export earnings

Almost all respondents indicated that Government had 
removed the compulsory liquidation of unutilised nostro 
balances to support mining companies to recover from the 
adverse impact of the covid-19 pandemic. All respondents 
however, expressed concern on the reinstatement of 
the time limit to 60-days arguing that it is not in line 
with production cycles in the mining sector and that the 
covid-19 situation has not entirely improved.

Survey findings show that about 40% of respondents 
are looking forward to the removal of the compulsory 
liquidation time limit, while another 60% are expecting 
Authorities to align the liquidation time limit to production 
cycles.

Source: 2020 Survey data

Efficient Foreign Exchange Auction Trading System

Almost all respondents reported that the foreign exchange 
auction trading system has significantly improved the 
value for the surrendered portion compared to the fixed 
interbank rate. 

Most respondents however indicated that there remains 
a premium between the auction rate and actual obtaining 
costs on the market. 

About 70% of respondents bemoaned the disqualification 
of mining companies with positive nostro balances arguing 
that it is negatively affecting their ability to raise additional 
forex to fund capital projects.

In 2021 most respondents are looking forward to 
Government relaxing the policy on the participation of 
mining companies with positive nostro balances on the 
auction system to allow them to mobilise adequate forex 
for their capital spending.

Prospects for timeous payments for mineral deliveries

Payments for gold deliveries to Fidelity Printers and Refiners

Almost all gold producer respondents (100%) indicated 
that they were facing payment delays for gold deliveries to 
Fidelity Printers and Refiners resulting in input shortages 
and production disruptions.

Turnaround period for payments for gold delivered to 
Fidelity Printers and Refiners

Source: 2020 Survey data

In 2021 all gold producers are looking forward to an 
improvement in payment turnaround in line with the 
agreed turnaround with the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe of 
not more than 7 days.

Payments for coal deliveries to ZESA

Coal producer respondents indicated that they are facing 
prolonged payment delays for coal delivered to ZESA 
highlighting that the delays are resulting in working capital 
constrains and coal supply shortages impacting negatively 
on the power supply situation in the country. The coal 
producer respondents however reported that they have 
agreed with ZESA for an improved payment framework 
including part payment in foreign currency.

In 2021, all coal producers are expecting ZESA to honour 
its commitment and pay timeously to minimise coal supply 
constraints.

Mobilization of capital 

Majority of respondents (90%) indicated that they are 
facing difficulties in raising capital for both sustenance and 
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ramp up. About 80% reported that they put on hold some 
of their planned projects in 2020 due to capital shortages. 
Most respondents reported that financial institutions are 
requesting setting up of collection accounts with lending 
banks to guarantee uninterrupted repayments of loans and 
to mitigate counterpart risk. On the other hand, most gold 
producer respondents reported that financial institutions 
have been enquiring on the possibility of gold producers 
exporting their gold through the lending banks.

Prospects for improved capital injections in 2021

About 90% of respondents indicated that they were 
looking forward to Authorities meeting the requests 
by financial institutions and are anticipating to take 
advantage of available funding opportunities and inject 
capital into their businesses as outlined below:

Planned capital injections in the mining industry in 2021 
compared to 2020

Source: 2020 Survey data

Survey findings show that if mining companies manage to 
mobilise adequate capital, the revised output projections 
for 2021 are outlined below:

2020
2021 Proj. with 
improvement in 
access to capital

% change

Gold (kgs) 25,000 35,000 40%
Platinum (kgs) 14,600 15,200 4%
Palladium (kgs) 12,300 12,800 4%
Chrome (MT) 1,200,000 2.300,000 92%
Nickel (MT) 14,800 15,800 7%
Coal (MT) 2,400,000 3,800,000 58%
Diamond 
(carats) 2,100,000 3,500,000 67%

Prospects for adequate power supply and optimal tariff

Electricity supply

Most of the respondents (about 80%) indicated that they 
were facing moderate and occasional power outages not 
exceeding 6 hours. The remaining 20% who reported to 
be facing power outages exceeding 6 hours cited ageing 
transmission infrastructure as the major source of outages. 

All respondents however indicated that the frequency of 
power outages had increased although the number of 
hours of power outages per day remained low.

Power outages (number of hrs/ day)

Source: 2020 Survey data

Output losses due to power outages

Most respondents (80%) indicated that the moderate 
power outages resulted in output losses not exceeding 
10% while the remainder reported that the lost output 
exceeded 10% due to power outages.   

Output losses due to power outages

Source: 2020 Survey data

In 2021, all respondents are expecting ZESA to guarantee 
uninterrupted electricity supply to mining companies to 
minimise production stoppages and output losses.
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Electricity tariff

About 50% of the respondents proposed an electricity 
tariff of US4c/ KWh to US6c/ KWh, with the highest tariff 
not exceeding US8c/KWh.

Proposed electricity tariff

Source: 2020 Survey data

Prospects for an optimal fiscal framework

Most respondents indicated that the fiscal framework for 
the mining industry has somewhat improved, citing recent 
supportive fiscal measures for the mining industry as key 
milestones. 

Most respondents however indicated that there are still 
outstanding fiscal matters that need to be addressed 
including: 

•	 payment of royalty, taxes and other statutory 
obligations (RDC charges and EMA levies) in foreign 
currency, 

•	 high royalty, specifically for diamond. 

•	 high Environmental Management charges. 

•	 high rural district council (RDC)charges.

Payment of royalty, taxes and other statutory obligations in 
in foreign currency

All respondents raised concern over the payment of 
royalty, taxes and other statutory obligations including 
EMA fees and RDC charges in foreign currency, highlighting 
that these demands are putting pressure on the current 
retentions which are now inadequate to meet their 
operational requirements.

In 2021, most respondents are looking forward to 
Government allowing mining companies to pay for statutory 
obligations in line with the obtaining retention framework. 
Some respondents are also expecting Government to 
alternatively allow mining companies to retain 100% of 

their export earnings and pay for all obligations in forex.

Royalty for diamond. 

Diamond producer respondents indicated that the royalty 
for diamond at 10% is still one of the highest in the world 
and is undermining viability of diamond producers. They 
are expecting Government to review the royalty downwards 
in line with best practice.

Rural District Council Charges

Almost all respondents (100%) indicated that Rural District 
Councils (RDCs) are high, unaffordable and vary with 
district. As was the case in 2019, all respondents expressed 
concern over the way RDCs determine unit taxes (based 
on RDC budgetary requirements). Respondents also 
indicated that RDCs are invoicing mining companies in 
forex. In 2021 most respondents are looking forward to 
Government intervention in unifying the charges for RDCs. 
All respondents are also expecting Government to allow 
mining companies to pay for RDC charges in line with 
obtaining retention framework.

Environmental management charges

Almost all respondents indicated that the Environmental 
Impact Assessment fee at 1.2% of project cost with a cap of 
US$2 million is prohibitive for new projects and discourage 
investment into the mining sector. In 2021, almost all 
respondents are expecting Government to reduce the fee 
in line with best practice.

 

Enabling Policy and Legislative Matters

All respondents appreciated Government effort in resolving 
outstanding legislative and policy matters including 
amendments to the Mines and Minerals Act, review of the 
Gold Trade Act, finalisation of the Minerals Development 
Policy and Mineral Specific Policies.

Amendments to the Mines and Minerals Act

All respondents are looking forward to finalisation of the 
amendments in 2021 which will address matters related 
to security of title, fees for maintaining title and dispute 
resolutions. Related to the amendments, respondents 
underscored the need to finalise the mining cadastre to 
computerise title management.

Use it/ lose it principle

Most respondents (70%) were of the view that the use it/ 
lose it principle is a progressive measure as it discourages 
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speculative holding of mining claims. Respondents 
underscored the need to carefully apply the principle based 
on plans submitted by mining companies on future work on 
the claims highlighting that most mining projects are long 
term projects which may warrant holding of ground as part 
of the long term business model.

Gold Trade Act 

Most respondents expressed appreciation of Government 
effort in reviewing the Gold Trade Act to align it to the 
aspirations of Government and are looking forward to the 
finalisation of the review in 2021.

Minerals Development Policy

Most respondents are expecting Government to finalise the 
Minerals Development Policy and Minerals Specific Policies 
to guide the growth and development of the mining sector 
in 2021 and beyond.

Mining Industry Profitability Prospects for 2021

Survey findings show that about 40% of respondents 
indicated that their profitability declined in 2020 compared 
to 2019, while 30% reported the same profitability as 
in 2019 and 30% recorded improved profitability. Most 
respondents cited depressed mineral prices and high 
cost of production as major factors that undermined 
profitability in 2020.

In 2021, most respondents, 90% are looking forward to 
improved profitability on the back of the following:

•	 Improved global commodity market conditions on the 
back of containment of covid-19 pandemic.

•	 Improved operating environment as Authorities 
address structural bottlenecks in the mining industry 
related to foreign exchange framework and overall 
cost of production.
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declined in 2020, compared to 2019. Approximately 30% 
had the same level of output as in 2019 and 20% recorded 
output increase. 

In 2021, gold output is projected at 33 tons with most 
gold producers anticipating output increases in line with 
projected capacity utilisation as follows:

Anticipated increase in gold output in 2021 compared to 
2020

Source: 2020 Survey data

Investment prospects in the gold industry for 2021

90% of gold producer respondents indicated that they are 
planning to inject capital into their businesses in 2021 as 
outlined below:

Projected increase in capital injection in 2021

the Source: 2020 Survey data

Key requirements to access funding for gold projects

Almost all gold producers indicated that their ability to raise 
the required capital with some gold producers requiring as 
much as US$300 million in 2021 depends on Authorities 
addressing matters raised by lending institutions which 
include the following:

•	 Setting up collection accounts with lending banks to 
guarantee repayments and minimise counterpart risk.

•	 Allow gold producers to sell their gold through lending 

Annexure 3: 
Mineral Specific Matters

Gold industry prospects for 2021

The gold industry remained one of the key sectors in the 
mining industry accounting for 45% of mineral exports. 
The gold industry employed around 32% of total formal 
mining employment in 2020 and in excess of 500,000 are 
engaged in artisanal and small-scale gold mining.

Capacity utilisation in the gold industry

Average capacity utilisation for the gold industry was at 
58% in 2020, compared to 61% in 2019. Key issues cited by 
most gold producer respondents as undermining capacity 
utilisation in the gold industry include:

•	 Payment delays for gold deliveries to Fidelity Printers 
and Refiners.

•	 Inadequate foreign exchange allocations.

•	 Capital shortages.

•	 High cost of production.

•	 Power supply challenges.

In 2021, most gold respondents indicated that they are 
looking forward to increased capacity utilisation levels, 
anticipating Authorities to address the above constraints.

Average capacity utilisation

Source: 2020 Survey data

Gold output projections

Gold output is estimated at around 28 tons in 2020, 
from 29 tons in 2019. Reflecting challenges undermining 
capacity utilisation in the gold industry, about 50% gold 
producer respondents indicated that their production 
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banks either individually or collectively through the 
Chamber of Mines of Zimbabwe.

Gold output projections with adequate capital

If gold producers access the require capital, gold output is 
expected at 36 tons in 2021, 3 tons more than the 33 tons 
expected without adequate capital.

Delays in payments for gold delivered to Fidelity Printers 
and Refiners

All gold producer respondents (100%) indicated that, as 
was the case in 2019, they continued to face payment 
delays for gold deliveries to Fidelity Printers and Refiners 
impacting negatively on the working capital situation in the 
gold industry. Almost all respondents reported that they 
were facing input shortages and production disruptions 
due to the working capital constraints.

Turnaround period for payments for gold delivered to 
Fidelity Printers and Refiners

Source: 2019 Survey data

In 2021, most gold producers, 80% are looking forward to 
an improved payment turnaround period of not more than 
seven days (as agreed with Authorities) to achieve their 
output targets that will cumulate to 36 tons.

Coal and Hydrocarbons Industry prospects for 2021

The coal industry remained the most important industry 
in guaranteeing power supply stability in the country at 
a number of coal projects in the country in 2020, with 
three large coal producers (Makomo Resources, Hwange 
Colliery Company and Zambezi Gas) that supplied thermal 
power stations and other requirements in the rest of the 
economic sectors in the country.

Performance outlook for the Coal sector for 2021

Capacity utilisation in the coal industry

Average capacity utilisation for the coal industry is at 42% 
in 2020, compared to 48% in 2019. All the coal sector 
respondents cited the following coal sector challenges as 
worsening the operating environment for coal producers:

•	 Payment delays for coal deliveries to ZESA.

•	 Insufficient foreign exchange to finance coal 
operations.

•	 Coal transportation challenges due to rail infrastructure 
bottlenecks.

Issues and production outlook for 2021

Payment delays for coal deliveries to ZESA

All coal producers indicated that they are facing payment 
delays for coal deliveries to ZESA resulting in the following:

•	 Working capital constraints and input shortages, 

•	 Production disruptions due to input shortages and 
frequent breakdown of equipment.

•	 Loss of suppliers due to non-payment including 
contractors and coal transporters.

•	 Loss of value of coal proceeds due to inflation as all 
coal deliveries to ZESA are paid in ZWL.

In the outlook, coal producers are looking forward to 
improved turnaround for payments as agreed with ZESA 
and Government. If payments improve, all coal producers 
are forecasting significant increases in both capacity 
utilisation from 48% in 2020 to 80% in 2021, while coal 
output will increase to 3 million tons in 2021, from 2.1 
million in 2020.

Insufficient foreign exchange to finance coal operations.

Survey findings show that about 90% of coal produced by 
the operating mines is consumed by the local economy, 
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of which most of it feeds ZESA thermal power stations. 
The remaining 10% is exported to foreign markets. All 
coal producers reported that the 10% export earnings are 
subjected to the industry wide foreign exchange retention 
framework of 70% leaving coal producers with inadequate 
foreign currency for: importation of critical materials for 
production, replacement of equipment as well as building 
capacity to feed the envisaged new units, Hwange 7 and 8.

All coal producers reported that ZESA agreed to pay part 
of coal deliveries in forex, however, the coal producers 
have not received any payment in foreign currency 
notwithstanding the agreement.

In the outlook, coal producers are looking forward to ZESA 
to honour the agreement. If ZESA honours the payment 
framework, all coal producers indicated that they would 
ramp up production with coal output projected at 3.8 
million tons in 2021, compared to 3 million projection 
incorporating some timeous payments for coal deliveries.

Coal transportation challenges due to rail infrastructure 
bottlenecks

All coal producers indicated that they are relying on 
trucks to deliver coal to ZESA due to dilapidated rail 
infrastructure. This situation is increasing cost of producing 
coal impacting negatively on the viability of the coal 
industry. In the outlook, coal producers are expecting NRZ 
and Government to work on a sustainable roadmap to 
resuscitate the rail infrastructure and assist in containing 
costs in the 

New projects in the Coal and Hydrocarbons Industry

In 2020, there were a number of coal and coke battery 
projects in the Hwange area at various levels of 
implementation including JIN-AN underground operation 
and Coke Battery Plant, Tsingshan / Afrochine coke battery 
and coke oven battery at South Mining. Some of the 
projects were commissioned during the year.

Platinum Group Metals Matters

The PGMs industry has remained resilient during the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Except for base metals, the PGMs 
basket continued to experience bullish prices, led by 
palladium. As was the case in 2019, all three current 
platinum producers (Zimplats, Mimosa and Unki) continued 
to operate at around full capacity in 2020. To note, there is 
a lot of progress at new platinum projects including Great 
Dyke Investment, Karo Resources and Todal which are at 
various stages of development and resource quantification 
with platinum output expected at around 24 tons by 2025. 
In addition, Zimplats Mupani Mine Development Project 
which will replace two of its older mines was ongoing and 
on schedule during the year.

Update on Value Addition and Beneficiation in the Platinum 
Industry

Whilst a lot of progress has been made by individual 
PGMs producers to upscale beneficiation, Respondents 
in the PGMs sector indicated that they are working 
closely with Government to operationalise the agreed 
roadmap for optimal beneficiation in the PGMs sector. The 
respondents however underscored the need to address key 
infrastructure deficits (including power) and impediments 
to doing business in light of the need to raise adequate 
capital to invest in the beneficiation facilities.

Ferrochrome Industry Matters

The ferrochrome industry was the hardest hit by the 
covid-19 pandemic. The global economic slowdown that 
followed widespread lockdown of global economies 
to contain the spread of covid-19 impacted negatively 
on the demand for ferrochrome products. As a result, 
ferrochrome prices declined to shut down levels, with 
most ferrochrome producers, including the largest player 
in the industry, suspending operations at the smelting 
facilities for the greater part of 2020.

Prospects for 2021

The gradual reopening of the global economy has seen 
ferrochrome prices picking up and ferrochrome producers 
resuming smelting operations albeit at low capacity 
utilisation levels. Chrome ore is expected at around 1.6 
million tons in 2021
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Key requirements for optimal recovery of the ferrochrome 
sector

Respondents in the ferrochrome industry indicated the 
need for deliberate Government supportive measures to 
save the ferrochrome industry including the following:

•	 Uninterrupted, quality electricity supply at a 
concessionary tariff of 5 USc/kWh for ferrochrome 
producers

•	 Fiscal support including royalty holidays until the 
ferrochrome prices recover.
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Annexure 4: 
Covid-19 Pandemic on 

the outlook of the mining 
sector

All respondents indicated that their operations were 
adversely affected by the covid-19 pandemic. Covid-19 
related challenges cited by respondents included supply 
chain disruptions, increased cost of production, closure 
of markets for products, depressed mineral prices, and 
workplace infections.

Covod-19 related challenges

Source: 2020 Survey data

Supply chain disruptions

All respondents (100%) indicated that they faced supply 
chain disruptions which resulted in input shortages with 
30% of respondents indicating that they experienced 
production stoppages due to input shortages. Major 
reasons cited by respondents for the disruptions in the 
supply chain included the following:

• National lockdowns in input source markets; and 

• Transit border closures.

Increased cost of production

All respondents (100%) indicated that their cost of 
production increased due to unplanned expenditures on 
preventive material including face masks, hand sanitisers 
and testing kits. All respondents (100%) also highlighted 
increased importation logistical costs due to increased 
insurance and transportation costs as some transit areas 
were closed.

Subdued demand for commodities and closure of markets

All respondents indicated that closure of markets and 
logistical bottlenecks impacted negatively on the demand 
for minerals. Survey results show that base metals and 
ferrochrome producers were the most affected.

Depressed mineral prices

Survey findings show that 40% of respondents indicated 
that their performance was weighed down by depressed 
mineral prices, with most ferrochrome smelters suspending 
their operations. On the contrary, gold producers reported 
that gold price surged during the covid-19 pandemic and 
therefore were not affected.

Infections at workplaces

10% of respondents reported that their operations were 
adversely affected by infections at workplaces while 
90% indicated that their operations were not negatively 
affected by infections at workplaces.

Impact of covid-19 pandemic on capacity utilisation

Survey findings show that 60% of respondents indicated 
that the covid-19 pandemic reduced their capacity 
utilisation by 0-10%, while 30% of respondents witnessed 
capacity utilisation falling by 10-20% and only 10% of 
respondents reported declines in capacity utilisation 
exceeding 20%.

Impact of covid-19 pandemic on capacity utilisation

Source: 2020 Survey data

All respondents indicated that they were granted 
exemption letters by Government to continue operating 
during the covid-19 pandemic.

Impact of covid-19 pandemic on levels of employment

Survey findings show that the covid-19 pandemic did not 
seriously affect employment levels in the mining sector 
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with 80% of respondents indicating that their employment 
levels were affected by between 0-10%, while the 
remainder were affected by 10-20%.

Impact of covid-19 pandemic on employment

Source: 2020 Survey data

Expected recovery to pre-covid-19 operating levels

About 50% of respondents indicated that it will take them 
less than 3 months to recover to pre-covid-19 operating 
levels while 20% would take them 3 - 6 months; and 
another 20% would require 6 – 12 months to recover. 
Only 10% reported that they would require more than 12 
months to recover.

Source: 2020 Survey data

Supportive measure required for optimal recovery to pre 
covid-19 operating levels

The following supportive measures were cited as key for 
the recovery of mining companies to pre covid-19 levels:

•	 Timely payments for gold delivered to Fidelity Printers 
and Refiners.

•	 Tax exemptions for covid-19 related expenditures.

•	 Duty exemption of COVID-19 related imports.

•	 Increase foreign exchange retentions to allow mining 
companies to accommodate covid-19 related imports.

•	 Eliminate border delays in importation of mining 
spares and consumables as well as COVID-19 imports

Mining industry support in containing spread of covid-19

Survey findings show that all respondents have supported 
Government and Communities in the fight against the 
spread of covid-19. About 80% of respondents indicated 
that they donated cash and various medical requirements 
through the Chamber of Mines, which were handed over 
to Government.

All respondents indicated that they have also been 
supporting surrounding communities through the 
following:

•	 Donation of masks, sanitizers, detergents and Persona 
Protective Equipment to surrounding communities.

•	 Donations of materials such as, hand sanitisers and 
face masks to schools, prison service and provincial 
hospitals.

•	 Community awareness campaigns.

•	 Rehabilitation of local health facilities to improve 
preparedness to fight against convid-19.

•	 Donations of cash and materials to Covid-19 Response 
Centres.

•	 Assist in disinfection of areas of public gatherings.

•	 Setting up quarantine camps and testing centres.
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Annexure 5: 
Other Mining Industry 

Matt ers
Cost drivers in the mining industry
Most respondents identi fi ed labor costs, procurement, 
electricity and statutory payments, as major cost drivers in 
their operati ons. 

Average mining industry major cost drivers (% of total)

Source: 2020 Survey data

Local content and Local Enterprise Development in the 
mining industry

Local content

As was the case in 2019, survey fi ndings show that about 
80% of capital goods were procured off shore, while 
20% were procured locally. About 60% of supplies and 
consumables were sourced off shore and 40% were locally 
procured. Of the 40% sourced locally, about 30% were 
manufactured in Zimbabwe.

Concerns around local suppliers

As was the case for 2019, majority of mining companies 
expressed concern on local suppliers citi ng the following:

•	 Uncompeti ti ve prices (which are twice the interbank 
rate),

•	 Unreliable supply,

•	 Poor quality compared to off shore suppliers,

•	 Limited credit faciliti es,

•	 Poor aft er sales service,

•	 Few provide warranti es.

Local Enterprise Development

As was the case in 2019, about 80% of respondents 
indicated that they are engaged in local enterprise 
development to capacitate local manufacturing companies 
through the following:

•	 O�  ake arrangements.

•	 Support lett ers to access fi nance from banks.

•	 Technical experti se on product development to 
improve quality.

•	 Long term consignment stock arrangements.

Corporate Social Investment (CSI)

Survey fi ndings show that 60% of respondents increased 
their expenditure on corporate social investment in 
2020, compared to 2019. Covid-19 related expenditures 
accounted for 50% of CSI budgets.

CSI budgets for 2020

Source: 2020 Survey data

The CSI projects were in respect of the following areas of 
focus.

• Health including covid-19 related expenditures,

• Agriculture,

• Educati on,

• Other infrastructure projects related to water, roads, 
dams, etc.






